
WGS AND The Amateur Football Combination  
 

The League 
What does the league need to decide and do moving forward to Wgs 

 Ian Would Set up leagues in full time the same as he does now in full time this 
information is then moved from wgs to Full time  

 League Need to decide what Information is Required as standard I would 
recommend name address DOB And Email (I Know there has been a lot of talk about 
the last but all player when registered need to give consent they wish to play for the 
club registering them so are emailed asking them they consent to wgs and explains 
what their email is used for and must give consent) And for the first time in a league 
are size it would be good practise if Picture are included with player profile so any 
issue with players who played could be easily cleared up. 

 Once clubs register player and the player consents, he wants to be a member of said 
club the league can then approve players 

 
The Clubs 

What Do the Clubs Need to for the change to Wgs 

 The Major thing the Clubs need to do will be in the first season is player registration 
Ensuring all the players data I can hear the cry of it fail on to the club sec again. The 
good news is it doesn’t club can set up Player registration officers (ie captains and 
key club members) who can spread the load. 

 Clubs can use data Cleaning tool which takes a club full time data and checks it with 
whole game data so any player with a fan number is then paired between the 2 
systems. Any player who does not have fan number the Player then can be created 
in whole Game System and Fan number generated. I have just used this system and 
did 10 players in around 10 minutes. 

 Once Players are created and on the system the club asks the player for consent to 
be a member of the three club this can be done easily via email or the can do this 
manually. Via the registration sec but it is a lot cleaner and easier if done by the 
player by email. 

 Once the above is done the player is assigned to team and this is sent to league for 
approval. 

 
Is the League Ready and want WGS 

Last year when I emailed and asked about getting WGS in for season just gone on a tight 
time line 44 clubs come back positive and I only had 2 who was negative on time but both 
said they would start to clean up their Data ready for season 19/20 have had all the big 
clubs willing for this to come in as they are key for this working using wgs 
 
Benefits for the clubs and teams as a captain. As you will now be aware Matchday app 
which links to WGS now accepts payment as a captain having 1 app where I can do my 
match day squad then complete my league match return and marks and at the same time  
Charge my players for the game making my admin and time more effective. And help clubs 
keep track of players and money owed so help them spot problem players on the finance 
side a lot easier. It will also flag up suspended players quicker so again clubs helping Clubs 
Not Break Rules This is a positive move Forward and will hope the exec will support. 


